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A model describing a plasmonic nanopatch antenna based on triangular silver nanoprisms and multilayer
cadmium chalcogenide quantum dots is introduced. Electromagnetic-field distributions in nanopatch anten-
nas with different orientations of the quantum-dot dipoles are calculated for the first time with the finite ele-
ment method for numerical electrodynamics simulations. The energy f lux through the surface of an emitting
quantum dot is calculated for the configurations with the dot in free space, on an aluminum substrate, and in
a nanopatch antenna. It is shown that the radiative part of the Purcell factor is as large as . The cal-
culated photoluminescence lifetimes of a CdSe/CdS/ZnS colloidal quantum dot in a nanopatch antenna
based on a silver nanoprism agree well with the experimental results.
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The interaction of light with metal nanoparticles
may lead to the excitation of free-electron-cloud oscil-
lations near the metal surface (localized plasmon res-
onance). Electromagnetic resonances associated with
these excitations depend on the nanostructure topol-
ogy and the conditions of their excitation, which opens
broad prospects for the efficient control of optical pro-
cesses on the nanosecond and picosecond time scales
[1–3].

One example demonstrating the importance of
research in laser nanoplasmonics is related to the
ongoing pursuit of ever higher speed performance of
nanodevices. The highest speed and smallest size of
components used in different technologies are deter-
mined by the properties of the materials used, i.e.,
semiconductors (in electronics), dielectrics (in pho-
tonics), and metals (in plasmonics). One of the main
current approaches to attaining further progress in the
development of small-size (~10 nm) and, at the same
time, high-speed (~10 THz) devices is based on nano-
plasmonics.

The range of possible applications of nanoplas-
monics utilizing both the near- and far-field zones is

quite broad and includes plasmonic sensors [4, 5],
multiphoton lithography [6], single-photon sources
[7], plasmon lenses [8], “superabsorbers” [9], plas-
mon lasers [10], photovoltaic cells for solar power sys-
tems [11], and light-emitting diodes [12, 13]. One of
the main elements that may find applications in nano-
plasmonics is nanoantennas.

Work on nanoantennas begun in 1985, when John
Wessel demonstrated the possibility of using metal
nanoparticles as nanoantennas [14]. Nanoantennas
may be monopole or dimer ones [15], the latter
including, in particular, bowtie nanoantennas [16].
Much attention has been attracted recently to plas-
monic nanopatch antennas, which consist of metal
nanoparticles and metal films coated with a thin
dielectric layer (dielectric spacer) [17]. Nanopatch
antennas feature narrow radiation patterns [18], and,
furthermore, their important advantage over dimer
nanoantennas is the fact that high-precision electron-
beam or ion-beam lithography is not required in the
fabrication process for fine tuning of the gap between
the metal nanoparticles.
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One of the main benefits of plasmon nanopatch
antennas is the considerable increase in the rate of
spontaneous emission. This effect is characterized by
the Purcell factor [19]

(1)

where  and  are the rates of spontaneous emis-
sion of an emitter in free space and of the same emitter
interacting with its environment, respectively.

The Purcell factor can also be defined via the ratio
of the total power  radiated by an emitter to the
power  radiated by the same emitter in free space as

(2)
because this ratio reflects the change in the number of
excitation and spontaneous emission events per unit
time.

The functioning of a plasmonic nanopatch antenna
is accompanied by dissipative losses caused by the
absorption of some fraction of radiation from the
emitter in the metallic environment. These losses are
characterized by the radiation efficiency , defined
as the ratio of the power  radiated by the system in
the far field to the total power  radiated by the
quantum emitter [20]:

(3)

where the total power  is the sum of
the radiated power and the loss power. The presence of
these losses is frequently taken into account by intro-
ducing, in addition to the Purcell factor, its radiative
part [19]:
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Patch nanoantennas with different shapes of plasmonic
nanoparticles were considered in [21]. It was shown on the
basis of numerical calculations that the largest Purcell fac-
tors can be obtained for triangular nanoparticles. For this
reason, nanopatch antennas of this configuration were
chosen in [22], where a 600-fold increase in the sponta-
neous emission rate  of CdSe/CdS/ZnS quantum
dots was experimentally demonstrated.

The optical properties of nanopatch antennas are
largely governed by plasmonic waveguide modes [23].
A key requirement for the observation of the Purcell
effect is the enhancement of the interaction between
excitons and electromagnetic field. This enhancement
is caused by an increase in the field strength near the
quantum dot owing to the excitation of a plasmon
mode at the dipole-resonance frequency. Because of
the dipole nature of this excitation, the effect of field
enhancement decays quite slowly with distance (the
field decreases by a factor 2 at a distance of about
10 nm) (see [24, 25]). The dipole plasmon peak
depends considerably on the geometry of metal
nanoparticles. In particular, the side length and the
precision of the implementation of the corners have a
strong impact in the case of a triangular prism [26].

Here, we numerically model the distribution of
electromagnetic fields in nanopatch antennas fabri-
cated using silver nanoprisms and spherical colloidal
quantum dots based on cadmium chalcogenides.
Modeling was carried out using the finite-element
method. Special attention was paid to the calculation
of the energy f lux through the surface of quantum dots
in different environments and of the power dissipated
in silver nanoparticles and the aluminum layer.

The model of plasmonic nanopatch antenna was
implemented using the Comsol Multiphysics software
package and is schematically shown in Fig. 1. This
model is formed by a 100-nm-thick aluminum layer
coated with a 3-nm layer of aluminum oxide, over which
one or several semiconductor quantum dots 10 nm in
diameter and a triangular silver nanoprism are placed.
We took the value of  for the dielectric con-
stant of the quantum-dot material; this is a typical
value for semiconductor structures based on CdSe,
CdS, and ZnS. The dielectric constants of aluminum
and aluminum oxide were taken from [27, 28]. The
radiation of a quantum dot was modeled by that of a
classical dipole located at its center and characterized
by variable magnitude and direction of the dipole
moment. The frequency of electromagnetic radiation
was  Hz, which corresponds to a vacuum
wavelength of 630 nm. The height and side length of
the nanoprism were 10 and 60 nm, respectively, and it
was placed 10 nm above the surface of aluminum
oxide.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Three-dimensional model of a
nanoantenna. The aluminum (lowermost) layer is coated
with a layer of aluminum oxide (above the former), over
which semiconductor emitters (quantum dots) are
arranged. A triangular plasmonic silver nanoparticle is
placed above the quantum-dot layer.
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The electromagnetic-field distribution was mod-
eled on the basis of classical Maxwell’s equations.
In addition, we calculated the power dissipated in the
silver nanoprism and in the aluminum layer. As an
example, we show in Fig. 2 the distribution of the elec-
tric-field intensity in the plane parallel to the alumi-
num layer and passing through the center of a quan-
tum dot located near a corner of the nanoprism.
The dipole moment of the quantum dot is oriented
along the  axis. According to this figure, the intensity
of the electromagnetic field is highest near the nano-
prism corners. Similar calculations of the electromag-
netic-field distributions were carried out for an iso-
lated quantum dot on a glass substrate and on an alu-
minum/aluminum oxide surface.

To determine the Purcell factor , we calculated
the integrated electromagnetic-energy flux  through
the surface of the quantum dot in four different config-
urations: a quantum dot on a glass substrate, on a two-
layer aluminum/aluminum oxide surface, at the center
of a plasmonic nanopatch antenna, and near a corner
of the same antenna. The quantum emitter was mod-
eled by a point dipole oriented along the  axis. The
integrated f luxes, Purcell factors, dissipated powers,
and radiation efficiencies are listed in Table 1.

The Purcell factor was calculated by Eq. (2). The
energy f lux through the surface of a quantum dot on a
glass substrate was substituted here for the power 
emitted by the quantum dot in free space. The Purcell
factors for the configurations with a quantum dot on
an aluminum layer and at the center and near a corner
of a nanoprism are 14, 72, and 1930, respectively (see
table). Thus, the strongest enhancement in the photo-
luminescence rate occurs near the corners of a trian-
gular nanoprism. The radiative part of the Purcell fac-
tor in this case is as large as .

The Purcell factors measured in our experimental
study [22] for quantum emitters on aluminum and in a
triangular plasmonic nanopatch antenna were 7 and

z
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z
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625, respectively. In that study, the quantum dots were
randomly located and their dipoles were randomly
oriented. Meanwhile, the calculations were carried out
for fixed quantum-dot positions and orientations.
We conclude that the calculated Purcell factors for a
quantum dot on an aluminum layer and in a nano-
patch antenna agree reasonably well with the experi-
mental results.

Figure 3 shows the calculated electric-field distri-
butions for a nanopatch antenna with three quantum
dots located at the corners of the nanoprism and char-
acterized by different orientations of the dipole polar-
ization. The highest intensity of the field is attained for
a vertically polarized quantum dot. Thus, it may be
supposed that the largest contribution to the Purcell
effect in this nanopatch antenna comes from quantum
dots with predominantly vertical orientation. Further-

Fig. 2. (Color online) Outline of a plasmonic nanopatch
antenna showing the map of the electric-field strength in
the plane containing the center of the quantum dot and
parallel to the aluminum layer. The color scale represents
the amplitude of the electric-field strength (red color cor-
responds to the highest amplitude).

Table 1. Integrated energy f lux  through the surface of the quantum dot, the Purcell factor  and its radiative part ,
the energy losses , and the radiation efficiency  for a quantum dot on glass, on an aluminum/aluminum oxide sur-
face, and in a plasmonic nanopatch antenna at the center and near a vertex of a triangular nanoprism. The dipole moment
of the quantum dot is oriented vertically (along the  axis)

Parameters Quantum dot on glass Quantum dot on Al
Quantum dot at the 

center of a nanopatch 
antenna

Quantum dot near a 
vertex of a nanopatch 

antenna

 (arb. units) 3.25

 (arb. units) 0

1

1

1 0.12 0.09 0.09

totP PF rad
PF

lossP εrad

z

totP . × 14 68 10 . × 22 33 10 . × 36 26 10

lossP . × 14 13 10 . × 22 13 10 . × 35 72 10

PF . × 11 44 10 . × 17 17 10 . × 31 93 10
rad

PF .1 69 .6 15 . × 21 66 10

εrad
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more, the results for quantum emitters corresponding
to dots 2 and 3 (see Figs. 3a and 3b) indicate that, upon
a shift from the oxide/air plane to the air/silver plane,
there is a change in the field maximum, so-called
“pole changeover” of the electric-field radiation pat-
tern.

To summarize, we have numerically calculated the
electromagnetic field distributions in nanopatch
antennas of different configurations. We have found
the effect of pole changeover in the electric field of

quantum dots in the near-field zone. We have calcu-
lated the integrated radiation f lux from the quantum
dots and the power dissipating in the nanoantenna
material. The Purcell factor has been calculated for an
emitter on the top of a metal film and at the center and
near the corner of a plasmonic nanopatch antenna.
The calculated radiative part of the Purcell factor near
a nanoprism corner is . The calculation
results have been compared with the experimental data
obtained by us earlier [22].

Work toward a more detailed understanding of the
processes in the near-field zone of a nanopatch
antenna and studies investigating the impact of the
antenna shape and material on the characteristics of
the emitted radiation are necessary for the optimal use
of these components in various applications. The most
important for applications is the possibility of real-
time control over the spontaneous emission of a quan-
tum dot in a nanopatch antenna using effects of the
dynamic tuning of the plasmon resonance by an exter-
nal electric field similar to that described in [29].
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software was made possible by the Russian Founda-
tion for Basic Research (project no. 16-29-11805).
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